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An important challenge in superconducting quantum computing is the need to physically couple
many devices using quasi-two-dimensional fabrication processes. Recent advances in the design
and fabrication of quantum annealing processors have enabled an increase in pairwise connectivity
among thousands of qubits. One benefit of this is the ability to minor-embed optimization problems
using fewer physical qubits for each logical spin. Here we demonstrate the benefit of this progress
in the problem of minimizing the energy of three-dimensional spin glasses. Comparing the previous
generation D-Wave 2000Q system to the new Advantage system, we observe improved scaling of
solution time and improved consistency over multiple graph embeddings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hard computational tasks in fields such as optimiza-
tion and machine learning can often be expressed as the
task of finding or sampling low-energy states from a cost
function corresponding to the Hamiltonian of an Ising
spin model. Quantum annealing is a means of perform-
ing this task by physically realizing the desired cost func-
tion as the terminus of a time-dependent Hamiltonian
in the transverse field Ising model (TFIM), in which a
transverse magnetic field induces quantum fluctuations,
thereby driving dynamics.
The time-dependent TFIM Hamiltonian is
H(s) = J (s)
∑
〈ij〉
Jij σˆ
z
i σˆ
z
j − Γ(s)
∑
i
σˆxi , (1)
where the unitless annealing parameter s represents
progress through the anneal, σˆxi and σˆ
z
i are Pauli oper-
ators, and J (s) and Γ(s) control the relative magnitude
of classical and quantum energy scales [1, 2].
Quantum annealing was motivated in part by adiabatic
quantum computation [3], and in part by promising sim-
ulations and in situ experiments on spin glasses [4–6].
Sampling and optimization in these random bond mod-
els are paradigmatic computational challenges. Three-
dimensional spin glasses are of particular interest because
they are sparse, physically realistic, computationally in-
tractable, and have a spin-glass phase at finite tempera-
ture [2, 7, 8].
In this paper we compare performance of two
commercially-available quantum annealing processors on
3D spin glasses: the D-Wave 2000Q LN (first available
in 2019), and Advantage (first available in 2020).
A. Chimera versus Pegasus: Old and new qubit
connectivity graphs
Each commercially-available D-Wave processor prior
to Advantage had its qubits connected in a Chimera
graph (Fig. 1 top left), consisting of eight-qubit unit cells
intercoupled in a square grid. The designs ranged from
128 to 2048 qubits, some of which are typically (but not
always [2, 9]) inoperable.
The Advantage system employs a Pegasus qubit con-
nectivity graph [10] (Fig. 1 bottom), which expands on
the Chimera graph by increasing connectivity, stagger-
ing unit cells, and adding non-bipartite couplers. In this
work we compare a D-Wave 2000Q LN system (2KQ)
with 2041 qubits in the Chimera working graph against
an Advantage system (ADV) with 5510 qubits in the Pe-
gasus working graph.
B. Embedding 3D lattices
Since neither 2KQ nor ADV contains a large set of
qubits directly coupled in a 3D lattice, these problems
must be solved using minor embedding: each logical lat-
tice spin is represented by multiple physical qubits, which
are forced to take the same value by strong ferromagnetic
couplings connecting them in a chain [11].
Ignoring graph defects, a L1 × L2 × L3 lattice can be
embedded in 2KQ with four-qubit chains if L1, L2, and
L3 are all ≤ 8. It can be embedded in ADV with two-
qubit chains if L1 and L2 are ≤ 15, and L3 ≤ 12.
The basic geometry of a chain is the same in both em-
beddings: the x-couplings lie on one side of the chain,
the y-couplings on the other, and each z-coupling is di-
vided across two physical couplers, one on each half of
the chain (Fig. 1). Consequently both embeddings have
an “algebraic chain strength” of 2: to guarantee the em-
bedded classical problem always has a ground state with
no broken chains, it is necessary and sufficient to set the
magnitude of the FM chain couplings to be twice the
maximum magnitude of a logical coupling.
In both 2KQ and ADV, the couplings must lie in the
range [−2, 1]. Therefore setting all chain couplers to −2
and logical couplers to ±1 maximizes both the chain and
the logical energy scales [12]. In the optimization con-
text studied here, this provides approximately optimal
performance.
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FIG. 1. Minor embeddings and chain geometry. Each logical spin in the 3D spin glass must be represented by a ferromagnetically
coupled chain of physical qubits. Embedding into 2KQ (top left) and ADV (bottom) requires 4- and 2-qubit chains, respectively.
Each logical lattice spin has up to two neighboring lattice spins in each dimension; the corresponding chains are shown for
the two embeddings, with the central chain highlighted in yellow. In 2KQ there are two chain geometries (top right), which
alternate along the z dimension (top left). In ADV there is one unique geometry. The 2KQ and ADV chains have similar
layouts of connections to neighboring spins in the x, y, and z directions; each logical z-coupling is shared across two physical
couplers (pale red).
C. Methods
To compare 2KQ with ADV, we generate embedded 3D
spin glass problems of size L×L×L for L ranging from
5 to 10 with open boundaries, using the same problems
for each processor for L ≤ 8; for L > 8 the problems
are only embeddable in 2KQ. For this simple study we
do not study instances with L > 10, although they are
embeddable in ADV.
For each system size we use the same subgraph of the
L×L×L lattice, with missing spins and couplers corre-
sponding to inoperable qubits and couplers in the embed-
dings. We use the same logical lattice graph for each size
and for each processor. Given a working graph it is possi-
ble to maximize the yielded logical graph by making local
3adjustments to the configurations shown in Fig. 1, and
we find high-yield logical graphs with a heuristic search.
Lattice yield decays with system size: for L = 5, 6 there
are no defects; for L = 10, 972 of 1000 logical spins are
embedded, using 2550 of 2700 logical couplers. For each
L we generate 100 random instances where each extant
coupler is assigned a value Jij = −1 or +1 uniformly at
random.
Problems are run in batches of 500 anneals of length
ta = 2, 4, 8, . . . 256 µs until the presumed ground state has
been found at least 50 times. Flux-bias offsets are used
to balance chains at degeneracy (average magnetization
zero) [13].
For a problem with ground state probability pGS(ta)
and for a given anneal time, we compute the annealing
time to solution [14]:
TTS(ta) = ta
log(0.01)
log(1− pGS(ta) . (2)
Of the tested anneal times, we select the optimal an-
neal time topt for an instance as the one that minimizes
pGS(ta), and select the overall time to solution for the
instance as TTS = TTS(topt).
II. RESULTS
A. Solution time scaling
Fig. 2 (top) shows the scaling of time to solution for
2KQ and ADV. For the systems studied, the results in-
dicate a clear scaling advantage for ADV over 2KQ, in
addition to the fact that much larger systems can be run
on ADV.
Fig. 2 (bottom) compares TTS between the two pro-
cessors for the L = 8, which is the largest lattice em-
beddable in 2KQ. Three of 100 instances are not shown
because 2KQ never found the best energy found by ADV.
These results indicate that even within a set of problems
of a given size, ADV tends to show the greatest advantage
over the 2KQ processor for the hardest problems. This is
a strong indication of systematic performance improve-
ment.
B. Consistency across cube isometries
For L = 6, the full 3D lattice can be embedded in both
ADV and 2KQ. The lattices are therefore invariant un-
der the 48 isometries of a cube, giving us 48 embeddings
of each problem using the same chains. To measure dis-
tortion in the problem arising from embedding, we com-
pare TTS for 48 isometries of each problem, running only
ta = 128µs, shown in Fig. 3. In this measurement ADV
offers a substantial improvement in consistency compared
to 2KQ, which we can attribute primarily to the reduc-
tion in chain length.
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FIG. 2. Top: Scaling of time to solution. Data markers indi-
cate median of 100 instances; error bars indicate percentiles
10, 25, 75, 90. Bottom: Instance-to-instance comparison of
L = 8 instances. 2KQ failed to solve three instances. On the
remaining 97, ADV is up to 800× faster.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Along with the increased connectivity of the Pega-
sus architecture (from six to fifteen couplers per qubit)
come parametric compromises, most notably in energy
scale. For 2KQ the curves J (s) and Γ(s) cross at an
energy scale of 1.91 GHz, whereas for ADV they cross at
1.50 GHz, 22% lower. Additionally, 2KQ is based on a
production process that has been refined over multiple
generations [15], and has a lower noise profile than ADV,
which has been completely redesigned. Taken along with
the improved consistency across cube isometries, this is
strong evidence that chain length plays an important role
in performance.
Although it is possible to mitigate chain nonidealities
to some extent [2, 16], we expect this benefit in chain
length to carry over to a multitude of embedded prob-
lems. Many interesting geometries are embeddable with
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FIG. 3. Performance consistency over multiple cube isometries. Top: Two isometries of a L = 5 spin glass, related by a
flip of the x axis. There are 48 isometries in total, forming the octahedral symmetry group Oh. Bottom left: Instance-to-
instance comparison of L = 6 instances. Each instance is run on each processor using the 48 cube isometries. Each data point
indicates the median performance across the isometries for the two processors, while the error bars indicate the best and worst
performance for individual isometries. The fact that vertical error bars are smaller than horizontal error bars indicates that
performance is more consistent for ADV than for 2KQ. Bottom right: Ratio of best and worst performance (error bar range),
histogrammed.
much shorter chains in the Advantage system than in the
2000Q system. A systematic performance improvement
has been demonstrated on cliques and random constraint
satisfaction instances [17]. In frustrated two-dimensional
lattices, energy minimization and sampling are relatively
easy [18] but quantum simulation is of great interest
[19, 20]. Recent demonstrations on embedded square
ice [21], Shastry-Sutherland lattice [22], triangular lat-
tice [9, 23], and Z2 lattice gauge theory [24, 25] all use
four-qubit chains. We expect that recent demonstrations
of quantum simulation on these 2D systems can be im-
proved using two qubits instead of four qubits per chain
on the Advantage system.
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